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SKU:
Price: ₹1,999.00 Original price was: ₹1,999.00.₹
1,380.00Current price is: ₹1,380.00. ₹1,628.40 : Price
incl. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Mobile Tabletop Holder

Product Description

PORTRONICS CHARGE CLAMP 3 MOBILE HOLDER WITH WIRELESS
CHARGING

Drive safe, drive easy: Drive safely with the Portronics Charge Clamp 3, a wireless car
charger that doubles up as an in-case smartphone holder. This wireless charger attaches
to your windshield or dashboard with its powerful gel suction cup.
15-Watt Qi Wireless Charging: This mobile charger also supports 15W fast wireless
charging to power your Qi-enabled smartphones efficiently without the hassle of wires. For
better performance, use a QC charger.
Type-C Charging Input: To charge your smartphone, first power the Charge Clamp 3
using the included 1 metre-long Type-C cable. To do so, simply plug one end into the
holder and the other end into the car’s charging port. Now, it is ready for use.
Customized Viewing: Our wireless fast car charger features a 360° rotatable head, and
customizable height (up to 40mm) for comfortable phone access. It allows GPS navigation
and hands-free calls, for safe and convenient driving.
Sturdy & Secure Grip: Safe phone mounting by simply placing your phone, and the
clamping design creates a firm grip. Press the button on the side to open/close it. The
adjustable bottom fits various phone heights.
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Built to Last: This is a durable and stable car mobile holder with wireless charging
feature, it is made of high-quality ABS + PC + Acrylic Silicone material for long-lasting
wear resistance and anti-rust properties.
LED display light - Get power indication with the LED display light of this mobile holder
 and keep a look at whether your devices are getting charged or not. This makes your
drive easier by giving you better visual checks.
Warranty - 1-year manufacturer’s warranty

Click Here : Brand ALECT is a renowned bag manufacturer that offers a wide range of
customized bags, including backpacks, laptop bags, gym bags, duffel bags, and more. Their
products are crafted with utmost care and precision to ensure superior quality and customer
satisfaction.
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